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Abstract
We study coherent enhancement of Coulomb excitation of high energy particles in crystals.
We develop multiple scattering theory description of coherent excitation which consistently
incorporates both the specic resonant properties of particle-crystal interactions and the
nal/initial state interaction eects typical of the diractive scattering. Possible applications






1In a two-level quantum system (the ground state j0i and the excited state j1i) under peri-






there develop quantum beats with the oscillation frequency ! = h1jV j0i. If the perturbation











In particle physics, examples of such rare processes are the weak radiative transitions
of hyperons, N ! Y , beyond-the-standard-model-decays like ! e and radiative (mag-




. For instance, if one could subject hyperons to a high




, the rates of rare decays can be enhanced substantially. The
high monochromaticity is an evident condition to sustain the growth (1) over large time
scale.
Okorokov [1],[2],[3] was the rst to suggest that all of the above requirements are met
best in Coulomb interaction of a high-energy particle propagating in a crystal along the
crystallographic axis. Here the ro^le of "time" is played by the crystal thickness L. In [1]
the resonant excitation of atoms and nuclei by a periodical Coulomb eld of a crystal was
predicted. In [2] the rst observation of the resonant transition ofHe
+
(n = 1) toHe
+
(n = 4)
in Ag crystal was reported. For a propagation through a crystal with the lattice spacing d,
the frequency  = 2v=d, where v is the velocity of the atom. For ultrarelativistic particles
 is enhanced due to the Doppler shift,  = 2  v=d, where  is the Lorentz factor. It is
the Lorentz factor which can boost  to the hundreds MeV
0
s range. Since [1] the Okorokov
eect has been studied extensively both experimentally [4] and theoretically [5].
In early works on the subject the Coulomb eld of a crystal was evaluated in the
Weizsaker-Williams approximation [6], [7] and then applied to the calculation of the tran-
sition amplitude in the plane wave Born approximation. The N ! Y transitions in the
Coulomb eld of the nucleus were discussed by Pomeranchuck and Shmushkevich[8] . The
p ! 
+
excitation in crystals based on the approach [6], [7] and [8] was considered recently




; holds up to the crystal thicknesses
N = L=d ' 10
7
[9].
However, the plane wave Born approximation is not self-contained, it does not allow to
assess what is the upper limit on N and, as a matter of fact, it grossly overestimates the
enhancement factor. Our point is that the coherency of p ! 
+
transitions depends on
the initial state interactions (ISI) of the proton and nal state interactions (FSI) of the
hyperon. It also depends on thermal vibrations of the atoms in a crystal.
The purpose of this communication is to derive the Okorokov eect for the Pomeranchuck-
Shmushkevich processes directly from the multiple scattering (MS) theory. We nd a dra-
matic impact of the ISI and FSI eects on p ! 
+
-transition resulting in the very slow,
 logN , rise of the amplitude rather than  N . This result is quite general and is equally
applicable to the excitation of ultrarelativistic nuclei and ions passing through the crystals.
On the contrary, the magnetic conversion of the neutrino in crystals as shown to have
a pronounced resonant structure and we comment on possible implications for the future
laboratory investigations of the neutrino electrodynamics.
2
2Consider Coulomb interaction of high-energy particle a moving along the < 001 > axis in
monatomic crystal. The interatomic distances are large, d  5

A, compared to the Thomas-















A, where Z is the atomic







and the widely used one-chain approximation is applicable. At the same time, b
eff
is much




































) are positions of atoms. The S-matrix, S
ba









, and describes the a-to-b transition as well as both the initial
and nal state interactions of both particles a and b with crystal. The high momentum
projectile propagates along straight-line trajectories at xed impact parameter b. Then




(b) in the basis of physical states jai; jii; :::; jbi [10]. This allows one
to consider the a ! b transition as a sequence of n both diagonal and o-diagonal transi-
tions jai ! jii ! :::jki ! jji ! jbi ordered along the beam direction. Each o-diagonal


















, E is the projectile energy and m
j
is the particle j mass. Associated
with the 
ji





























































































































where the normal coordinates u
i



















; i 6= j (7)
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(m  1)d] : (11)
For the sake of simplicity, we have assumed the Gaussian form of (u
i
). In (10) hu
2
i is
the mean squared amplitude of thermal vibrations of the lattice . Note that the relevant















































In the practically interesting case like p ! 
+























































; n = 0;1;2::: ; (15)
we have S
L


























' 5  10 : (17)
which comes from the Debye-Waller factor in S
L
(), eq.(14).
Above we focused on the S-matrix at a xed impact parameter b. The experimentally













































































of elastic scattering of a charged particle a in a screened Coulomb eld
of an isolated atom is purely real if q
2
?






Here we neglect the contributions of anomalous magnetic moments to the small-angle elastic
scattering.
Let the resonance condition (15) be satisfyed so that S
L
() / N . Our point is that




in the integrand of eq.(18) the law T
ba
/ N






































Here n - is a unit vector along the projectile direction,  is the Pauli spin vector and K
1
(x)
is a modied Bessel function.



































and the steepest descent from the saddle-point at b = N
eff



























(x) is the Bessel function. Consequently, as soon as NZ  1, which holds for all




/ log(ZN) : (25)






, for all the practical pur-
poses b
eff











appeares to be independent of N .
We conclude that ISI and FSI eects completely destroy the resonant enhancement eect.
Similar phenomena are well known in the high-energy diractive scattering of hadrons,
though for purely imaginary amplitudes. For the screening of real elastic amplitudes in the
Coulomb potential scattering see e.g. [12].
5
3Several proposals [13] of experiments on the neutrino conversion induced by the neutrino











) dipole moments which exist in general for both Dirac and Majorana neutrinos
[15].
The experimental bounds on 
21
are such [14] that the FSI/ISI eects are negligible
for all practical purposes. Then, in terms of the matrix element (21) the dierential cross




















































































-transition which would look like a resonance at some
neutrino energy E ' E
n
(see eq.(16)) would enable one to evaluate the mass dierence of
the neutrinos of dierent species and estimate the neutrino transition magnetic moment.
For these purposes it is useful to represent the resonant part of the dierential cross












































































Then, the "disappearance type" experiment [13] with the CERN 30GeV -beam sup-






. If we accept that the departure of the neutrino from the crystallographic







 , the crystal-target experiment could hope to detect transition












is Bohr magneton. The eciency is assumed to be  10
 4
[13]. It should
be emphasized that in the    crystal coherent interaction typical q
2
vary in the range
 (10KeV )
2
. For comparison, presently available bounds on 
21
were obtained for virtual




. A nontrivial q
2
dependence, resulting in a strong
6
low-momentum enhancement of a neutrino magnetic form factor, discussed in [14] makes
such an experiment topical.
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